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Welcome speech and Introduction on the scope of the workshop 

Roberto Monducci, Director of business statistics from Istat (Italy), welcomed the 

participants and presented a description of the scope of the workshop. Mr Monducci said that the title 

“on the way to better consistency in European business statistics” highlighted the work carried out in 

this ESSnet that will lay down the foundation of a new system of European Business Statistics. The 

critical assessment of sources of inconsistency has been extensively explored by both work package 2 

(differences in reference period, coverage, classification and observation unit) and work package 3 

(differences in characteristics and definitions). The crucial role of the business register, as the 

backbone of business statistics, was proven by the efforts in work package 2. In work package 3 the 

vertical inconsistency, which is often hidden, may depend on different institutional conditions in the 

Member States, whereas the visible inconsistency reflects the presence of the stove-pipe approach in 

official statistics. Finally, Mr Monducci stated that the activities of all three work packages regarding 

consistency are clearly interconnected. 

Birgitta Mannfelt (Statistics Sweden), the coordinator of work package 3 (WP3), also welcomed 

the participants and made an overview of the work carried out in WP3. This work package focuses on 

the inconsistencies regarding “Characteristics and definitions” within the area of business and trade-

related statistics and the aim of the work is to: 

 identify inconsistencies regarding characteristics and their definitions within the area of business 

and trade‐related statistics;  

 assess the importance of the identified inconsistencies; 

 elaborate proposals by which these inconsistencies could be avoided or at least reduced. 

She explained the concept of horizontal (the various statistical domains are comparable in terms of 

statistical unit, coverage, classifications, definitions, frame and reference time and period) and vertical 

consistency (the sum of Member States data and the European aggregate is consistent). She ended 

the presentation by showing what activities the WP3 has carried out so far. 
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Session 1 - WP3 – Work done 

The first session, chaired by Anna Abatzoglou (ELSTAT, Greece), started by showing the 

preparatory phase done by the WP3 and then continued with the results from the data collection.  

All the activities carried out so far are obtainable in an inventory report, which was presented by 

Brendan Curtin (CSO, Ireland). He said the stock-taking on the present ‘as-is’ situation began with 

an evaluation of the External Study along with other sources of information, i.e. one workshop with 

Eurostat experts and one workshop with the Member States. It was decided that additional 

information was needed and a questionnaire survey was developed. Through this survey, data was 

collected on both vertical and horizontal inconsistencies with regards to other domains that produce a 

‘similar’ indicator. A database was developed to store the data collected and to enable analysis on 

both vertical and horizontal level. 

Afterwards, the proposed evaluation criteria were presented by Roberto Gismondi (Istat, Italy). 

He explained that the evaluation criteria have been defined in order to quantify the major 

inconsistencies in all the surveyed countries and to identify the main reasons that caused them. A 

table plan has been set up that covers variable information, type of vertical and horizontal 

inconsistencies and reasons for these inconsistencies. Ideas on priority criteria were also presented 

and some issues to be discussed within WP3 were highlighted. 

Björn Witting, (DESTATIS, Germany), Mirjam Weber (DESTATIS, Germany) and Rick Trap 

(SFSO, Switzerland) presented results from the data collection and pointed out the major 

inconsistencies found and the reasons behind them. The response rate was 100%. 

To summarize the results presented – the main causes of both vertical and horizontal inconsistencies 

refer to reference time and period, coverage and the observation unit (WP3 wording: “indirect 

causes“), which are all related to work package 1 and 2. The second most important cause for vertical 

inconsistencies is so-called “constituents” (the exclusion and inclusion of elements in the definitions), 

whereas for horizontal it is “methods” (measurement concept and use of proxy). The main reasons for 

the vertical inconsistency were reduction of external burden and limited data availability. For 

horizontal inconsistency the use of different methods/concepts and timeliness of data collection were 

pointed out as the main reasons. After the general overview, Björn Witting and Rick Trap presented 

causes of inconsistencies per variable for both economic and employment variables. The analysis will 

continue after the workshop by WP3 to develop proposals on adjustments. 

The participants commented the work carried out by WP3 and found the results extremely useful for 

finding out where the major inconsistencies occur. One participant said we have like “a clean piece of 

paper” at the moment as the topic has been rather avoided until now. He said that we did and should 

focus on the variables instead of the domains. By improving the definition across domains we might 

not need all domains and the response burden for enterprises could be reduced. It was also argued 

that values rather than for example number of enterprises were needed. How to address the user 

perspective was raised, and in particular the needs of the National Accounts. It was also proposed 

that this presentation should be presented for BSDG and at Eurostat. The coordinator of WP3 

reassured that the user perspective will be taken into account. Furthermore, a meeting with Eurostat 

experts had already been initiated by WP3, possibly to the end of June in Luxembourg, where a 

similar presentation could be made. Eurostat pointed out that FRIBS has the aim of replacing the 

existing legislations and to have only one definition per variable in all domains. FRIBS could very well 

reduce the response burden as well as provide the data needed. They have to consider the work of all 

ESSnets that is unfinished, communicate with the countries and put the information together. The 

target is to diminish the burden of enterprises. Participants raised the issue that it has been a hard 

task to answer the questionnaire, especially the parts about the horizontal inconsistency. Different 

national experts have answered the questions related to their own domains and it is uncertain how 

much they know about the other domains that also contain the same variables. Therefore we have to 
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be aware of the uncertainty in some of the individual answers. Furthermore, it was suggested that 

just one definition per variable would be a good idea, but each domain expert would prefer the 

definition of its domain. There is also the issue of time series and enterprise vs household surveys. 

Eurostat insisted that now at least they have the information and can set priorities to communicate 

with the Member States.  

Session 2 - Experiences from the MS 

In the second session, chaired by Barbara Dremelj Ribič (SORS, Slovenia), some 

countries/discussants presented good practices on national implementations and how to avoid major 

inconsistencies caused by EU regulations.  

Jorrit Zwijnenburg (Statistics Netherlands, The Netherlands), “Methods to reduce 

inconsistencies in the Dutch Labour Statistics”; Mr Jorrit Zwijnenburg presented the work done by 

Statistics Netherland to produce a consistent labour market statistics in the context of a system for 

economic statistics. He illustrated how inconsistencies can occur due to conceptual issues, different 

data sources and differences in units by giving examples from the Dutch labour statistics. Even if 

there are few conceptual inconsistencies regarding labour related variables at the European level of 

business statistics there are some differences on the national level due to a stove pipe approach in the 

past. To deal with these inconsistencies Statistics Netherlands has set up a specific division in which, 

among other things, chain management is an important feature. The full chain of economic statistics, 

from Business Registers to National Accounts is concentrated in one and the same division. Another 

important factor to successfully deal with inconsistencies is the special department responsible for 

consistent data treatment for the largest 350 enterprise groups. The idea is to carry out the 

consistency work already in the first step, when data is collected from the large enterprises. The aim 

is to detect, investigate, explain and solve all inconsistencies and gaps in the datasets for key 

variables e.g. wages, salaries and employment. This project is called ConGO (CONsistente Gegevens 

Grote Ondernemingen, in English: Consistent Data sets for Large Enterprise groups). Inconsistencies 

detected by ConGO are for example issues due to delineation, cross-border relations and difference 

between sources, e.g. admin data and survey data. In practice, to reach an optimal output, data 

deliveries are streamlined through chain management procedures resulting in recommendations for 

adjustments of variables. In this way it is also possible to use data from the survey on employment 

and earnings statistics, wages and working hours as reference for SBS. Another approach to solve 

inconsistencies, for the moment investigated by CBS, is to increase the use of administrative data in 

BR. According to Mr Zwijnenburg it is possible to solve inconsistencies and still fulfil the requirements 

according to European regulations on statistics. This is possible by the use of estimation procedures. 

Mr Zwijnenburg underlined the importance of using different names for different characteristics. 

Silvia Pacini (Istat, Italy), “Comparing administrative and statistical sources for statistics on wages 

and labour costs. Issues of consistency and measurement errors”. Ms Pacini presented how ISTAT is 

developing a new SBS Data Ware House based on different sources. ISTAT will, through this Data 

Ware House implement a wider use of administrative data. There is a challenge when using 

administrative data, however, as the risk for vertical inconsistency is increasing with today’s EU 

legislation. She also explained the reasoning behind the chosen sources where the need of the 

national accounts was noteworthy. Her advice to improve consistency was that minor discrepancies 

may be accepted and explained in meta data/quality reports. We should also design surveys starting 

from deep knowledge of available administrative data that will require professional expertises in areas 

of fiscal and social security legislation along with accountancy practices and statistical analytical skills. 

Jonas Färnstrand (Statistics Sweden), “How to adapt a business survey to NA demands and still 

follow the EU regulations - a case study”. The presentation started with a background which showed 

that before 1997 Statistics Sweden did not have access to any administrative data. From 1997 the 
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data Statistics Sweden has access to are the basic income statement variables and the basic balance 

sheet variables. The administrative data is, however, not sufficient for SBS. Therefore, there is a need 

to supplement with surveys directly to the enterprises. Examples of variables that are in the 

questionnaires are Turnover by product (400 different products) and Personnel costs divided by 

salaries, social security costs and other personnel costs. The 600 largest enterprises are surveyed in 

April year t+1 and for those enterprises no tax data is used. By August year t+1 Statistics Sweden can 

access tax data for about 1 000 000 enterprises and by September year t+1 a survey based on the 

tax data is sent out to approximately 16 000 enterprises. There are several reasons why Statistics 

Sweden needs to conduct surveys and not just rely on the tax data. Some of them are:  

 National Accounts need the turnover by product for their Input/Output tables,  

 The definitions of the variables in tax data (turnover for example) is not exactly the definition that 

NA and Eurostat want and  

 To find out the distribution of costs of goods for resale and raw materials (production vs 

consumption).  

As a summary; Statistics Sweden is dependent on both administrative data and survey data for 

conducting the SBS. The use of administrative data has a multipurpose: Preliminary data delivery, 

extensive database with micro data and auxiliary variable for survey sample. 

Sanjiv Mahajan (ONS ,United Kingdom), “Data sources used in the National Accounts - Use of 

Business Statistics and the Challenges of using Company Accounts based data in National Accounts”. 

Sanjiv Mahajan talked about National Accounts and different sources that are used, surveys but also 

company accounts. An advantage of using company accounts is that the company has already 

produced the numbers and is obliged by law to do it, they are available to everyone. The 

disadvantage is that it might not fit the national accounts exactly, for example the reporting period 

can differ. Another disadvantage is that reporting standards can be changed and affect the 

comparability over time. Most sources to the NA in UK are still different surveys carried out by ONS. 

How to calculate National Accounts is regulated in different international guidance manuals and Mr 

Mahajan showed the development of the manuals. 

Session 3 - First proposals and conclusive remarks 

In the final session, chaired by Mr Giovanni Alfredo Barbieri, Director of Business Statistics, 

Istat, some proposals for tackling inconsistencies and reducing their effects were presented by 

Joachim Weisbrod, DESTATIS (Germany) and Rick Trap, SFSO (Switzerland). They started 

with some preliminary remarks where they among other things referred to the European code of 

practice where it is stated that “European Statistics are consistent internally, over time and 

comparable between regions and countries; it is possible to combine and make joint use of related 

data from different sources.”  They stated that consistency is an important quality indicator but not 

the only one. In WP3, focus is on the content of definitions of variables used in the different domains 

of business statistics. Therefore the different causes for inconsistency have been merged into four 

different groups: name, methods, constituents and indirect causes. The first three of the groups are 

handled in the WP3 while the fourth one (indirect causes) is handled by the WP1 and WP2. 

It was underlined that to improve the consistency in European statistics it is necessary to develop a 

SYSTEM of variables that are consistent and have a unique terminology with standardized definitions 

(containing all the constituents). The relations between variables have to be made explicitly. Joachim 

mentioned that inconsistency problems which are easy to solve refer to a unique terminology in all 

domains of business statistics and a unique identifier for all variables. If the contents deviate just 

slightly a new name should be used for that variable. There are also inconsistency problems which are 

more complicated. They may be dependent on the special constraints in the Member States. There 

are different methodologies of the data collection in the MS and the availability of different data 
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sources in the Member States varies. These problems are considered to be solved by the NSIs with 

the help of guidelines, handbooks etc. 

The conclusive remarks were presented by the Eurostat expert Petra Sneijers. She started out by 

thanking for a very interesting workshop and the good work carried out by WP3. The results 

presented are on the one hand expected and on the other hand not. It was expected that the 

horizontal inconsistencies are larger than the vertical (even if possible underestimation due to the 

stove-pipe thinking by the respondents). What is more surprising is that the vertical inconsistencies 

were found to be that large. Clearly the Member States have problems in the implementation of 

definitions; more detailed instructions regarding the implementation are needed. Improving the 

consistency within statistics is one of the main goals of FRIBS, including also an increased consistency 

with national accounts concepts. The discussions on ESA2010 being finalized, business statisticians 

cannot affect the definitions of the NA,  yet business statistics must take into consideration NA needs 

as much as possible and therefore some changes in definitions may be needed. Eurostat tries to 

communicate with different domain experts and users as much as possible in order to ensure that the 

statistics collected are relevant. Improving the consistency by using the same definitions may lead to 

breaks in series in some domains which can be difficult to accept by users. Another  target of FRIBS is 

to reduce burden. The work of the ESSnet consistency as well as the ESSnet admin data is important 

in this respect. The results from this work will be a very important input for FRIBS. With FRIBS there 

is a chance to improve the consistency and at the same time to reduce the response burden and the 

production costs in the Member States. She thanked the WP3 members for the great work and is 

looking forward to receiving the proposals in the end of this year. 

The 1st day ended by the WP3 coordinator Birgitta Mannfelt saying that this day has shown many 

challenges to overcome if we want to achieve an integrated system in economic and business 

statistics in Europe. Next steps will be to develop proposals and give some recommendations. The 

analytical work will continue over the summer and a report on the evaluation and assessment will be 

prepared. During this time period WP3 will also develop proposals for better solutions, which will be 

presented in November of this year at a 4th and final workshop in Stockholm. She thanked ISTAT for 

hosting this workshop, the experts who were presenting and the participants of the workshop who 

had given valuable input to the future work. 


